Donate today and get one or more of these great gifts!!!

Two new StoptheDrugWar t-shirts tell the truth about prohibition.

Get the word out with DRCNet stamps and strobe lights.

Treat your mouse to a stylish mousepad.

Enjoy your favorite hot or cold beverage served from a mug with a message.

Cool Madness: The Trial of Dr. Mollie Fry and Dale Schafer, an expose of the railroading of medical marijuana activists Dale Schafer and Dr. Mollie Fry -- hand-signed by author Vanessa Nelson!

“This gripping narrative will be infuriating for anyone sympathetic to the medical marijuana movement or who holds to the notion that trials are about justice.” – Phil Smith, Drug War Chronicle


“Jacob Sullum has produced a thoughtful, sane, and logical analysis of our drug laws. Is that even LEGAL?” -- Dave Barry, syndicated columnist

Dying to Get High, by Wendy Chapkis and Richard Webb, traces the use of marijuana as medicine in the US, its decline as a medicine in the early 20th Century, its removal from the pharmacopeia in 1941, the continuing blockage of research into its medical benefits, and the renaissance of medical marijuana knowledge today.

Race to Incarcerate, by Marc Mauer of the Sentencing Project, explores the political, financial, and human toll of the "get tough" movement against crime and assesses why this policy has failed, making a compelling argument against the unprecedented rise in the use of imprisonment in the United States over the last 25 years.

Drug Crazy: How We Got Into This Mess and How We Can Get Out, by Mike Gray, offers a gripping account of the violence, corruption, and chaos that have characterized America’s drug war since 1914.

Under the Influence: The Disinformation Guide to Drugs, edited by Preston Peet, brings together former police officers, government agents and officials, physicians, investigative journalists, researchers, commentators, dissidents and academics to definitively cast aside the myths and misinformation perpetrated by a series of U.S. administrations and their allies in the War on Some Drugs.

The Great Drug War: And Rational Proposals to Turn the Tide, by Arnold Trebach, is a classic expose of the Drug War, not just for its historical perspective, but for its keen analysis of the dynamics of prohibition that are still at work, and in some cases, more entrenched than they were two decades ago.

Breaking Rank: A Top Cop’s Expose of the Dark Side of American Policing, by former Seattle police chief Norm Stamper, details Stamper’s analysis of many issues confronting American law enforcement, including the war on drugs.

Over the Influence: The Harm Reduction Guide for Managing Drugs and Alcohol, by Pat Denning, Jeannie Little, and Adina Glickman, is essential for anyone seeking to come to grips with his or her substance use, and even more for their friends and family members.

Women Behind Bars: The Crisis of Women in the U.S. Prison System, by Silja J.A. Talvi, published by Seal Press, exposes the gut-wrenching reality of a broken prison system and the impact it has on so many women’s lives while offering hope for our country through describing the changes we need.

The Heroin Solution, by Arnold Trebach, evoked a flood of positive reviews around the world, along with debate about the propriety of prescribing heroin to addicts.


Lies, Damned Lies, and Drug War Statistics: A Critical Analysis of Claims Made by the Office of National Drug Control Policy, by Matthew B. Robinson and Renee G. Scherlen, examines six editions of the National Drug Control Strategy to determine if ONDCP accurately and honestly presents information or intentionally distorts evidence to justify continuing the war on drugs.

Fatal Distraction: The War on Drugs in the Age of Islamic Terror, by Arnold Trebach, makes the case that in the age of Islamic terror, the war on drugs is a fatal distraction from much more serious business.

Beat the Heat: How to Handle Encounters with Law Enforcement, by attorney Katya Komisaruk, covers it all, from getting out on bail to working with your lawyer to what to do if all else has failed and you’re headed for prison. There is a chapter on how to witness and accurately report police misconduct, as well as chapters on the legal rights of minors and non-citizens.